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JsUnit is a JavaScript unit testing framework for testing JavaScript. JsUnit provides the following features: * Test constructor
which can run JsUnit tests using a set of data (args) * Test Set, which can run JsUnit tests using a set of data and assertions *

Test Runner, which can run all the tests defined by JsUnit tests using an input data. * It can run in CI environments like Jenkins
* It has configurable reporter * Expected exception handling in test cases * Test data provider (data) * Expected Exception

Handling In this section, we will see jsquirter set of utility functions including JsUnit test constructor, data provider, expected
exceptions, test data generation and test data prepare. JsUnit Test Data Provider The data provider provides a way to generate
data for test cases using a pre-defined data generator function. Using the data provider, you can use this function to get data

values in test cases with the help of the special data constructor arguments: JsUnit.data.new("hello", 12, "world") Test
constructor example JsUnit supports constructor test cases. The following code creates a test constructor that declares a test

object. JsUnit.testConstructor("testConstructor", function () { this.test_hello = 'hello'; this.test_world = 'world';
this.test_department = 'department'; } ) TestSet example The following code uses the test set to run a test construct within test

cases. JsUnit.testSet("testSet", function () { this.data("hello", "one"); this.data("world", "two"); this.data("department", "three");
var testCase1 = this.test("testConstructor"); var testCase2 = this.test("testNamed"); var testCase3 = this.test("testOperator"); var
testCase4 = this.test("testTuple"); var testCase5 = this.test("testUtils"); }); TestRunner example The following example uses the

JsUnit test runner to run all test cases defined by JsUnit tests. JsUnit.testRunner("testRunner", function () {
this.test("testSingle"); this.test("testDouble"); this.test("testTuple");
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jsUnit provides a simple framework for unit testing JavaScript code. It is a port of the original JUnit 3.8.1. It can be used to test
JavaScript code whether as part of a Web site or an XMLHttpRequest. History and Types of Test Cases: JsUnit is a 1.0 release
as of March, 2011. You can download it from here. The first case we will tackle is a common case, a unit test for a function.

Here is a simple example, as simple as it gets: 4 Comments Excellent! I need a javascript test framework. Been looking for one
for some time now and I think my search ends here. Cheers. -Jaime I see you want to test all of your code, not just a few

functions. If that is not the case, please forgive me. I see you might be stuck looking for a different framework. jUnit, QUnit,
Swazoo, ect, ect. @Jaime Are you saying that JsUnit only offers the test case mentioned here? because that is not what I see on

the Github site nor the description I see on the github site. I see a lot of addons to JsUnit, mocks, Asserts, etc… which to me
seem to be more of the JUnit architecture. As you already mentioned JsUnit is a port. I see in the Github pages that JsUnit and
Qunit are based on the same JUnit, so it could be that JsUnit just implements everything from the JUnit 3.8.1 and Qunit just
adhering to the original JUnit 3.8.1. The Github pages only seem to be for JsUnit, not Qunit, as the description on the Github
reads JsUnit framework, but I can’t find the Qunit reference on the Github. Sorry if I am wrong here, but I am learning. -Joel
@Joel I think you are spot on, I think both the jsunit and Qunit are a port of the original JUnit. They may have some but I am

not sure. I have been looking at both for a week and have not found a compelling difference, sorry for taking the time to answer
your question. Another thing I wanted to mention, I was able to get both jUnit and Qunit running on my system using the

command javac and 09e8f5149f
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JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing
frameworks. JsUnit Description: JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the
xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit Description: JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in
JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. Alternative to JUnit JsUnit is a simple
framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit
is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing
frameworks. JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for
unit testing frameworks. JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit
architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of
the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an
instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. Alternative to JUnit JsUnit is a simple framework to write
repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. Alternative to JUnit JsUnit
is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing
frameworks. Alternative to JUnit JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the
xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. Alternative to JUnit JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in
JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. Alternative to JUnit JsUnit is a simple
framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks.
Alternative to JUnit JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit
architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit is a simple framework to

What's New In JsUnit?

JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing
frameworks. JsUnit Description: JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the
xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit is a port of JUnit 3.8.1 originally written by Erich Gamma and Kent
Beck. It covers the core system and the examples. JsUnit is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an
instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit Description: JsUnit is a simple framework to write
repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing frameworks. JsUnit Description: JsUnit
is a simple framework to write repeatable tests in JavaScript. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing
frameworks. www.future-js.org 131 Ember.js Ember.js is a powerful framework for creating websites with JavaScript and
HTML. It runs upon Node.js. That means it is suitable for a server infrastructure and good for being used on the client side.
Ember.js grew out of the excellent blaze.js library by another great JavaScript framework — AngularJS — in order to create a
framework for generating HTML by itself without the need of the server. In general, developers prefer using npm and bower to
manage their dependencies. So, npm and bower will serve as a suitable bridge between Ember.js and their projects. Because of
its simple structure, that can be understood by less experienced developers, it is often used by more inexperienced ones.
www.future-js.org 132 Ember.js Ember.js is a powerful framework for creating websites with JavaScript and HTML. It runs
upon Node.js. That means it is suitable for a server infrastructure and good for being used on the client side. Ember.js grew out
of the excellent blaze.js library by another great JavaScript framework — AngularJS — in order to create a framework for
generating HTML by itself without the need of the server. In general, developers prefer using npm and bower to manage their
dependencies. So, npm and bower will serve as a suitable bridge between Ember.js and their projects. Because of its simple
structure, that can be understood by less experienced developers, it is often used by
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System Requirements For JsUnit:

Operating system: Windows 7, Vista, XP (32/64 bit), 2000, NT Processor: CPU with SSE3, SSE2 or 3DNOW2 instruction sets,
Processor Speed: 800 MHz or faster (2 GHz or faster recommended), Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard disk space: 4 GB Video Card:
256 MB (opaque or compatible with DirectX 8) DirectX: DirectX 9 with Shader Model 3.0 or later Keyboard: Full Keyboard
with mouse support
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